Behold the simplicity of a mobile transaction.
Mobile holster for Ingenico’s iSMP4 Companion

Overview:
• Mobile: take the Ingenico iSMP4 Companion anywhere and use it your way.
• Universal: use with a paired tablet or other device; mounted to it or worn separately.
• Easy to use: simple, open-face design provides access to all features of the iSMP4 Companion without removing the device from the holster.
• Durable: holster is made from a sturdy and damage-resistant material, but is still slightly flexible.
• Lightweight: holster and mount together weigh 1.2 ounces. Total weight with the iSMP4 Companion is less than 8 ounces.
• Flexibility: move the POS device from mounted surface location, to a tablet, then to a belt without removing it from the holster using the Universal Mozee Mount.
• Future Proof: need to move the holster to another location? Place another mount piece in a new area and it’s done.
• Accessorize: add the Handeholder to your tablet for ease of carrying, or place mount pieces in multiple locations.

Handeholder Products, an innovative designer of USA-made tablet gear, has developed a multi-use mobile payment point-of-sale (POS) holder for the Ingenico iSMP4 Companion. Presenting the Mozee™ Holster. It’s mobile. It’s versatile. It’s easy. And it’s made to be carried in a variety of ways. From retail, to hospitality, to banking and beyond, enjoy the freedom to take the iSMP4 Companion anywhere needed to get the job done.

Potential Use Options:
• Connect the holster to a belt to wear it using the built in belt clip
• Mount it to a paired tablet and incorporate the Handeholder™
• Use the included Universal Mozee Mount piece to connect to a tablet device, cell phone case, wall, counter-top, clipboard, or other convenient surface
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